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Sometimes the most unexpected circumstances lead to the best adventures...Cadence Greerâ€™s

plans for a happy-ever-after are quickly derailed when her fiancÃ© runs off with his secretary a

week before their wedding. Homeless, jobless, and jilted, she escapes to Grass Valley, Oregon,

where she takes a job as a housekeeper and cook to seven cowboys on a sprawling ranch. Trey

Thompson is a well-respected pillar of the community, running a successful ranch with his brother.

All he wanted was someone to cook meals and keep the house clean. When he hires Cadence

Greer for the job, he gets more than he ever planned on, including a sassy little redheaded orphan.

Spend Christmas in Grass Valley at the Triple T Ranch, where mistletoe hangs in abundance and

holiday magic floats in the air.
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I enjoyed reading this book. It was NICE! I say this in a good way. So many books now are fill of

betrayal, hate, way too much sex and cliffhanger endings. This book was none of these.If you are

looking for a easy detailed read with nice characters and a flowing story this is the book for you. If

you want fast paced with twists and turns with lots of sex scenes this is NOT the book for you.Will

be reading this author in future. Happy reading!



Sweet and romantic without being trashy. I really enjoyed reading this book! Thank you for the great

read. Merry Christmas!

This book has the characters, with morals, faith in God, and the ability to put others first. It was good

to read a story where all the characters had these qualities. Can.t wait to read the other books in

this series.

Fun and clean Christmas story! I loved it so much that i have almost finished the whole series! All

fun books!

This is a winderful modern day western full of well developed characters, including a strong, loving

family and interesting, loyal friends, and the occasional no-account cad. Unlike typical westerns,

there are no rustlers or robbers. The adventures revove around family, friends and neighbors. The

story is lively and the characters are compelling. It was hard to put down so I just read it from start to

finish! Oh yes: there is quite the budding romance threaded through the story too!

Even though Candence Gree respects her boss in the law firm, she knows she can't continue to

work there after her fiancÃ©, one of the lawyers there, broke up by sending all the law partners an

email saying he was taking two weeks off to marry his secretary. And this was a week before their

wedding date! Cadence had already let her apartment go and sold all her furniture, so she goes to

Grass Valley, Oregon, to stay with her aunt until she decides what to do.Romance is far from Trey

Thompson's mind. He's been too busy running the ranch since his dad died. He, his brother, and

the ranch hands decided they desperately needed a cook and housekeeper after the woman who

had filled that position retired. On the spur-of-the-moment, they decided to hire Cadence. What if

her meals tended toward the fancy side? Her desserts and special treats were to die for. Trey just

didn't realize how much the pretty woman would stir up his feelings, mix up his life, and cook up

love, even enough love to include a little orphan.This book turned out to be much better than I

expected. There's not much tension, but the story still held my interest. Shanna Hatfield is a talented

storyteller. There were some mistakes, however. Trey and Cadence seemed to be the same age

part of time, and Trey was 3 years older part of the time. Sometimes they were 27 and sometimes

30. "Trusting" was used were "trust" was needed and "glanced" for "glances." There were some

awkward sentences, quite a bit of head hopping, and incorrect grammar, like "with Trey and I."



Although I liked some of it, the passionate kissing came too often. Yet, the book was clean with no

sex scenes, no pre-marital sex, and no profanity. There is a lot of passion, but nothing that goes too

far. Only the last part of it takes place at Christmas, so the book could be enjoyed any time of the

year.

A very enjoyable read. Many stories have a lot of bad things occur during the telling of the tale that

leave the reader angered or stressed. The unfortunate incidences in this story lend to good things

occurring from the main characters. Shanna Hatfield has become one my favorite authors.

I honestly liked this story, but think it was too poorly written which ended up making it boring. I

finished the book because I wanted to give it a chance. There were spelling mistakes and that was

a major disappointment. I really hated how the author just out of the blue some things that

supposedly happened or people Cady supposedly met which turned out to pretty important. Why

not describe those encounters to give some life to the book. It felt like the same thing was

happening over and over again and the story got to where, right until the end.
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